Pahoehoe lobes are often emplaced by the advance of discrete toes accompanied by inflation of 2 the lobe surface. Many random effects complicate modeling lobe emplacement, such as the 3 location and orientation of toe breakouts, their dimensions, mechanical strength of the crust, 4 micro-topography and a host of other factors. Models that treat the movement of lava parcels as a 5 random walk have explained some of the overall features of emplacement. However, cooling of 6 the surface and internal pressurization of the fluid interior has not been modeled. This work 7 reports lobe simulations that explicitly incorporate 1) cooling of surface lava parcels, 2) the 8 propensity of breakouts to occur at warmer margins that are mechanically weaker than cooler 9 ones, and 3) the influence of internal pressurization associated with inflation. The surface 10 temperature is interpreted as a surrogate for the mechanic strength of the crust at each location 11 and is used to determine the probability of a lava parcel transfer from that location. When only 12 surface temperature is considered, the morphology and dimensions of simulated lobes are 13 indistinguishable from equiprobable simulations. However, inflation within a lobe transmits 14 pressure to all connected fluid locations with the warmer margins being most susceptible to 15 breakouts and expansion.
confining barriers, and volumetric flow rate. Of particular interest was the degree of lobe 113 inflation, i.e., the degree to which the existing lobe thickens at the expense of expansion at the 114 margins. The basic model described in Glaze and Baloga [2013] assumes that all occupied basal 115 locations are equally likely to be the site of the next parcel transfer and is referred to here as the 116 'equiprobable' model. 117
The statistical concept of correlation [Sheskin, 1997] in lava transfers (i.e., the statistical 118 dependence of one lava parcel movement on another) was also explored by Glaze and Baloga 119 [2013] . Correlation in the lava transfers at the margin was shown to have a significant effect on 120 the lateral expansion, the thickness profiles and the rate of expansion of the lobe. However, 121 plausible physical causes for the correlation were addressed only in general terms. 122
The most obvious physical process omitted from the earlier models was the cooling of the 123 outer surface of the lobe. The primary issue is the extent to which such cooling would influence 124 the morphology, dimensions and inflation of the lobe. Another physical process omitted from 125 the earlier models is the role of the internal fluid pressure. The simulations of Glaze and Baloga 126 [2013] clearly showed local topographic highs and lows within the lobe that would pressurize all 127 connected parts of the hot mobile fluid interior. Thus one might expect topographic gradients to 128 influence breakouts in remote parts of the lobe as is often observed in the field. 129
In this work the explicit cooling of surface parcels has been added to the simulation approach 130 Glaze and Baloga [2013] . The temperature of the surface units is modeled by Hon's surface 131 cooling formula [Hon et al., 1994] . The probability rules of Glaze and Baloga [2013] have been 132 modified to increase the probability of a transfer when the surface temperature is relatively high 133 and decrease transfer probabilities for cooler parcels. Simulations of this process are referred toinfluence of inflation within the lobe, resulting in a third distinct type of simulation. Inflation is 137 defined here as an increase in lobe volume with no concurrent increase in lobe area. Internal 138 transfers within an existing lobe result in a local inflation that produces topographic high points. 139
Basic physics considerations suggest that the increase in lobe thickness causes an increase in the 140 pressure throughout all connected parts of the fluid interior, whether near the topographic high or 141 not. Such an increase in pressure increases the probability of a breakout at the mechanically 142 weaker confining locations of the lobe. The third type of simulation in this work forces breakouts 143 to occur at the weaker locations of the lobe as governed by the cooling of the surface units. 144
Simulations of this process are referred to as the 'pressure-dominated' model. Opportunities for 145 future theoretical and field studies are given in conclusion. 146 147
The Simulations 148
The term 'simulation' in this work means specifically that one or more of the input quantities 149 of the simulation is a random variable. In a simulation, a particular value of each random 150 variable is drawn from a prescribed probability distribution. Each simulation represents a single 151 trial or 'realization' of all the output observables at the end of the simulation. Due to 152 randomness, each simulation produces a different set of outcomes depending on the nature of the 153 underlying probability distributions. Use of this simulation approach allows exploration of the 154 range of expected outcomes for each case of prescribed probabilities. 155
Each of the three simulation cases examined here ('equiprobable', 'temperature-dependent', 156
and 'pressure-dominated') is based on different sets of probabilistic rules for lava transfers thatwith a constant rate of lava supply, where each parcel volume of 0.09 m 3 is equal to a typical 159 pahoehoe toe (see Glaze and Baloga [2013] In the equiprobable case, the probability of a transfer of lava at each time step of the 169 simulation is considered to be a constant for all basal locations within a lobe that are occupied by 170 at least one lava parcel [Glaze and Baloga, 2013] . There are two random selections by the 171 algorithm at each time step. The first determines the basal cell location that will be the source of 172 the next transfer. The second determines the direction of the next transfer from the source 173 location (i.e., north, south, east or west). The dimensions and morphology of the lobe are 174 updated with each time step. A comprehensive description of this type of simulation is given in 175
Glaze and Baloga [2013] . 176
The simulated equiprobable lobe shown in Figure 3 assumes Specifically, it is assumed that the probability of a lava parcel transfer at a particular location is 191 directly proportional to the temperature of the surface parcel at that location. Mathematically, the 192 probability that basal location j at time t is the site of the next parcel transfer is 193
where T j (t) is the temperature of the surface at location j and the i summation is taken over all 195 occupied basal locations at time t. Once the location for the lava transfer has been determined by 196
(1), the current algorithm treats the four possible directions for the lava transfer as equiprobable. 197
The simulations assume that a parcel of lava begins to cool when a cell is first occupied and 198 thus exposed to the atmosphere. Other parcels may be transferred to that cell location, but are 199 assumed to increase the volume (inflate) at that location, keeping the original cell on the surface 200 to continue cooling. The empirical formula of Hon et al. [1994] is used to cool each surface
where t is measured in hours and T is given in o C. 204
In the present model, internal transfers only inflate the lobe locally and leave the pre-existing 205 crust undisturbed and continuing to cool. Heat is propagated through the crust very slowly [e.g., 206
Crisp and Baloga, 1990; Harris and Rowland, 2001] . Thus, it is assumed that only the surface 207 parcels (20 cm thick) cool to any significant degree. For the emplacement times considered here 208
(1/2 -5 hours) the thermal boundary layer penetrates only to a few cm or less (Hon et al., 1994, 209 e.g., Figure 10 ; Crisp and Baloga, 1990 ) 210
The thermal properties of basaltic crust that insulate the fluid interior have been documented In the temperature-dependent model, the probability for a parcel transfer is weighted by the 222 surface temperature. The probability distribution for determining which location will be selected 223 for the next parcel transfer is obtained by summing the temperatures of all surface parcels to 224 obtain a normalization at that particular time step. The assigned probability for a transfer at agiven location is simply the current surface temperature at that location divided by the 226 normalization at that time step. The example in Figure 5 illustrates the companion, normalized 227 probability (density) for the example in Figure 4 , where the equiprobable case is also shown for 228
comparison. 229
Two typical 200-parcel examples of the temperature-dependent simulation are shown in 230 Figure 6 . In these simulations, a parcel of lava volume was added to the lobe every 15 seconds, 231 such that the lobe was emplaced in 50 minutes. Although there is a great deal of variability and a 232 number of complicating factors (e.g., changes in topography, lava supply rate), such an 233 emplacement time is reasonably consistent with a lobe volume of 18 m 3 (200 parcels × 0.09m 3 ). 234
The general topography and morphology of these lobes is very similar to the equiprobable 235 case. The physical basis for this is that the cooling of the surface parcels is so rapid that most 236 parcels are on the long flat end of the cooling curve ( Figure 4 ) and thus have roughly the same 237 probability of a transfer. There is a slight difference however, as suggested by the elevated 238 surface temperatures at the margin. 239
A measurable quantity of interest is the maximum extent of the lobe from the source. This 240 distance is denoted as r max . To compare the temperature-dependent and equiprobable cases, 300 241 simulations were done for each approach. For each individual simulation the maximum distance 242 from the source was computed for a lobe of 200 parcels. The results are shown in Figure 7a . The 243 shape of the distribution of r max in both cases is very similar to a lognormal distribution. The 244 temperature-dependent simulations have a slightly higher mean value, meaning that the 245 temperature-dependent cases tended to travel somewhat farther than the equiprobable cases. 246
Given the great degree of variability (i.e., the high standard deviations) of both simulation 247 approaches it is highly unlikely that these two emplacement scenarios could be distinguished in This is similar to inflating a balloon with various mechanical strengths at different parts of its 257 surface. 258
The pressure-dominated algorithm captures the influence above by using a combination of 259 random and systematic influences on the parcel transfers. When there are no internal transfers 260 (and thus no inflation), the location of the next breakout is determined randomly from the 261 probabilities derived from the local surface temperatures, i.e., fresh locations have a higher 262 probability than older ones (identical to the temperature-dependent case). However, the rules 263 change somewhat after there have been internal transfers (Figure 8) . After one or more internal 264 transfers, there will eventually be a 'breakout' where a parcel will be transferred to a previously 265 unoccupied cell. When this happens, the pressure-dominated model assumes that the build up of 266 pressure results in the systematic selection of the last breakout location as the source in the next 267 time step and only the direction of the subsequent breakout is chosen at random. 268
The inclusion of inflation pressure in this way has a dramatic effect on the morphology and 269 dimensions of the lobe particularly its plan form shape and maximum length (Figure 9 ). The 270 pressure influence in the algorithm provides a statistical correlation, i.e., a systematic effectcorrelations in lava transfers are specifically attributed to an increase in the hydrostatic pressure 274 within the lobe and a temperature-dependent weakness at the margin. 275
The pressure-dominated simulations have a distinct lobate morphology that is markedly 276 different from the more axisymmetric equiprobable and temperature-dependent simulations. The 277 examples in Figure 9 show the concentration of warmer parcels toward the front of the 278 advancing lobes. In particular, it is interesting to compare Trial 2 to the equiprobable and 279 temperature-dependent cases. Despite the extent of the flow being similar to the equiprobable 280 and temperature-dependent simulations, the surface temperature distribution is quite different 281 from those in Figure 6 . The pressure-dominated simulations show a very marked directionality 282 with the warmer parcels clustered at the end of the lobe, even though the flow has wrapped 283 around on itself, whereas the temperature-dependent lobes have warm parcels distributed along 284 the entire margin of the lobe. 285
The distribution of maximum distances from the source is shown in Figure 7b for 300 286 simulations of 200 parcels each at 15 second intervals. The mean value of r max is now 13.2 287 parcels, almost double the equiprobable and temperature-dependent cases. Because the total 288 volume of all the simulations has been held fixed, the greater length of these lobes gives a much 289 thinner overall thickness as noted in Glaze and Baloga (2013) . 290
Despite the more lobate plan form and relatively smaller thicknesses, the pressure-dominated 291 lobes exhibit comparable degrees of inflation, retaining this ubiquitous pahoehoe emplacement 292 characteristic. Figure 10 2013]. The differences in morphology, dimensions, aspect ratios, and maximum extents from the 306 source for lobes with cooling and constant temperature surface units are so slight they are 307 unlikely to be distinguishable in the field. Such a result might be anticipated intuitively for this 308 emplacement regime (e.g., 200 parcels released at 15 second intervals) because radiative cooling 309 is so rapid that most locations within the lobe have approximately the same probability for an 310 internal lava transfer or breakout at the margin. 311
When the internal inflation pressure originally identified by Hon et al. [1994] causes 312 systematic breakouts at the warmest (and therefore weakest) margins, the morphologies and 313 dimensions of the simulated lobes are dramatically different from the purely temperature-314 dependent and equiprobable cases. The internal fluid pressure due to inflation is felt uniformly 315 with all contiguous fluid regions within a lobe so that the warmest and weakest margins become 316 the most likely locations for margin expansion. This is a physical explanation for the correlationsconsidered in Baloga and Glaze [2003] and Glaze and Baloga, [2013] . Both works concluded 318 that correlation was required to explain a variety of observed lobe features such as directionality, 319 aspect ratio, topographic cross-lobe profiles and the tendency to form channels and embanking 320 levees. 321
It is the combination of inflation pressure and the mechanical weakness of the warmer and 322 weaker margins that causes lobes to become significantly more elongate than their temperature-323 dependent and equiprobable counterparts. The overall thickness and plan form shapes of lobes 324 formed by this process are readily distinguishable from the temperature-dependent and 325 equiprobable cases. The evolving surface temperature distributions of the pressure-dependent 326 lobes are also readily distinguishable from the purely temperature-dependent and equiprobable 327 cases. It is noteworthy, however, that the time-dependent rate of inflation remains essentially the 328 same in all cases. 
